Abstract. There are investigated spaces i>o) ¥> of sequences of bounded ^-variation. Spaces vo,v Eire applied to the problem of weighted unconditional convergence of series. It is shown that (VQ^,^ ), where means the Orlicz sequence space generated by the AT-function tp*, is a pair of weighted unconditional convergence. There are also considered nonlinear convolution -type operators in VQ^.
1. Let tp be a </?-function, i.e. </?: R ->• RQ is an even, continuous function such that </?(0) = 0, ip(u) > 0 for u ^ 0, ip is monotonic for u > 0 and <p(u) -> oo as u -• oo. L.C. Young [8] defined (p-variation of a function /: [a, b] -> R (see also [5] ). This notion was carried over to sequences and applied to construction of a nonreflexive space with second dual isometrically isomorphic to the original space [3] . Later this notion was applied in connection with sequential moduli of smoothness [7] . Here, we shall establish some properties concerning spaces of sequences of bounded (^-variation and apply them to the problem of weighted unconditional convergence of series. There will be also investigated nonlinear convolution-type operators in spaces of sequences of bounded </?-variation.
The (p-variation of a real sequence x = (an),ao = 0 is defined as oo wv(x)
= sup^y?(o7li -ani_J,
where the supremum is taken over the family N of all increasing sequences (rii) of integers, such that n'o = 0. A sequence x = (an) is called to be of bounded ip-variation, if wip(x) < oo. It is easily seen that every sequence of bounded ^-variation is convergent. Moreover, a translation of a sequence x by a fixed number does not change its ^-variation. This is the reason that considering ^-variation of sequences, we shall limit ourselves to sequences convergent to zero, i.e. x € CQ-Let VQiV denote the real vector space of sequences x € Co such that w v (Xx) -* 0 as A -> 0+. It is easily seen that is a modular in Co, i.e. Wtp(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0, w^-x) = w^(x) and w ip (ax + (3y) < w^x) + w v (y) for x,y 6 Co, a,(3 > 0, a + /? = 1.
Moreover, VOTV> is the modular space generated by WV in CQ. If we assume y? to be convex, then ||x||"0 v = inf{A > 0: w,P(x/\) < 1} is a norm in VQ^ ( [6] ; see also [4] , Def. 1.1 arid 1.4).
First, we shall establish the connections between the space votV> and the Orlicz sequence space ( [3] ; see also [4] , §7). 3. In this Section we shall investigate when VQiV C uo,v> for two ^-functions (p and ip. We shall write <¿5 -< %/; , if there exist constants K\, K2, S > 0 such that ip(u) < K\ip(K2u) for all u such that 0 < u < 8. It is easily seen that the relation <P holds, if and only if, for every UQ > 0 there exist constants Kf, K$ such that ip(u)
for all u such that 0 < u < UQ. 
and x n -> 0 as n -> oo imply x n -• 0 as n ^ oo; we denote it by
The emebedding VQ^ C VQ^ is norm continuous, if the conditions (x n ) 6 VQ^ and x n -> 0 in the sense of the norm generated by w, p imply x n -0 in the sense of the norm generated by w^; we denote it
We shall need the following lemma: 
As is well-known, a series
where a n € R, is unconditionally convergent, i.e. ^Z^Li(n) is convergent for every permutation 7r of the set N, if and only if X^Li a n is absolutely convergent. It is easily seen that a series a n is unconditionally convergent, if and if, it has the following property (P):
(P) for every sequence (rij) € X, the series a m i s convergent and Ji = oo SUp 2. a n; < OO.
In the following, applying property (P) we shall extend the notion of unconditional convergence of series.
Let y = (bi) be an arbitrary real sequence and let Pi = bi -bi + 1 for ¿ = 1,2,... We shall say that the series a n> where a n € R, is y-weighted unconditionally convergent, if the series oo oo ^OriiPi = -b i+ 1) ¿=1 ¿=1 is convergent for every sequence (rij) € IN" and
< oo.
Let B be an arbitrary non empty set of real sequences. The series w iH be called B-weighted unconditionally convergent, if it is yweighted unconditionally convergent for every y € B. If A and B are two non empty classes of real sequences such that every x = (a n ) € A defines a series X^Li a n which is B-weighted unconditionally convergent, we call the pair (A, B) a pair of weighted unconditional convergence. <¿,¿ = 1,2,. .. By A we denote the class of sequences x = (a n ) such that the radius of convergence of the power series a nZ n is equal to R. We have for any (n t ) G K, 00 00 
However, the series ^Z^Li l a n^n| is a continuous function of z in the compact set {z: 1 < \z\ < ¿}, whence it is bounded. Thus, sup( n .) 63vf | a ni(bi&i+i)| < 00. We proved that (A, B) N and k -1,2,. .. the identity
where no = a0 = 0. Since x G VQIV>, we have
Applying the generalized Holder inequality, we obtain oo oo I -ani_J < ^|&i(ani -ani_J| < 2||y||{ *.||(an< -a^.JH,*,. ¿=1 ¿=1
Prom the inequality (5) with A replaced by 1/A we obtain that ||(an< -an^JHi* < ||x||"0i".
Hence
-ani_J < 2||2/||/v.||a;||"bi V i= 1 for every (n*) G N. Now, since x G votV so the sequence (an) is bounded, and since y G l* , so bk -> 0 as k -> 00. Consequently, &fcanfc -• 0 as k -• 00. Hence, taking fc -» 00 in the identity (4), we deduce that the series _ &i+i) is convergent for every (rii) G !Nf and 00 sup y^ani(6i -bi+1) < 2\\y\\lV' < 00. Thus, by the inequality (7), we have to H ¿=0 t=0 for j > J. Hence bj exist for j > J and bj -• 0 as j -» oo. In order to see that bj exist also for j < J we may apply again the inequality (7) observing that its right-hand side assumes only a finite number of values, if we limit ourselves to j < J. This proves the theorem.
In the next theorem we shall limit ourselves to the case of one function ip only, taking ipi = tp for i = 0,1,2,...; we shall write then ip = (tp). We also denote by ipotp the superposition of functions ip and ip. 
